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The Advme7505B is a VMEbus CPU board (6U size, single slot width) 
equipped with a Freescale PowerPC G4 MPC7410 (500MHz) processor.

The Advme7505B provides multiple I/O interfaces, including two 
100/10 BASE-TX Ethernet ports and two serial ports. In addition, on-
board memory support includes SDRAM (128MB and 512MB, with 
ECC support), CompactFlash, FlashROM, SRAM and EEPROM.

The Advme7505B is a versatile board that can be expanded through 
two PMC slots.

Ideally suited for applications where reliability is paramount, the 
Advme7505B delivers great value and exceptional stability.
 

Advme7505B - 6U G4 VME Board

 › CPU: Freescale MPC7410 (500MHz)
 › RAM: 128MB/512MB SDRAM with ECC support
 › BootROM: 512Kb Flash
 › EEPROM: 2Kbit Serial EEPROM
 › SRAM: 512KB, with battery backup
 › Serial: 2x TIA/EIA-232E
 › Ethernet: 2x 10/100 BASE-TX 
 › PMC: 2x 64bit/33MHz
 › CompactFlash: Type I or II
 › OS: VxWorks
 › Form factor: 6U, single width

FEATURES
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The Advme7511A is a single slot 6U VMEbus SBC. It is equipped with 
an MC7448 processor (PowerPC G4) at 1GHz or 1.4GHz, up to 1GB 
DDR SDRAM with ECC.
 
The Advme7511A supports VME64x and 2eSST (320MB/s), and can 
use either the system slot or non-system slot of the VMEbus with 
automatic slot type recognition. 
 
An important feature of the Advme7511A is that it is scalable, i.e. it 
is possible to add multiple CPU boards until the required computa-
tional capacity is reached. 
 
The on-board interfaces include Gigabit Ethernet, Serial and two 
PMC slots that support PCI-X for great expandability. 
 
With support for VxWorks, high speed transfers and scalability, the 
Advme7511A is a very complete and fl exible platform for a wide 
range of projects.

Advme7511A - Scalable 6U PPC VME

 › Scalable architecture 
 › Freescale PowerPC 7448 G4 processor running at 1.0GHz and 
1.4 GHz

 › Up to 1GB DDR2-SDRAM with ECC function
 › 2x GbE
 › 1x serial port
 › 2x PMC slot (PCI-X)
 › VME64x and 2eSST (320MB/s) compliant 
 › 6U, single-slot width

FEATURES


